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W
e must all be

upstanders to

understand how

music became the

voice of so many not

alive today. Courage

explains the

meaning of why

violins became the

symbol of survival

through the

Holocaust. Music

was sung and scores

were hidden to bring

light when darkness

of evil was

everywhere. The

Music of Resistance

concert on October 13th was

inspired as a way to build

bridges in some small way.

Each piece represents the

meaning of a time when life

mattered more each day. We

ask that you help support

Holocaust education which

gives the next generation ways

to be better citizens. 

Let’s not forget

Charlottesville and Pittsburgh

and all the other incidents

demonstrating that

antisemitism has risen to a new

height. Education is our only

hope to change. Teachers will

receive training with lessons,

resources, and curriculum on

October 21st as continuing the

mission that provides materials

thanks to all the support of

donations. All your

contributions give

back to schools in

many ways. Once

again, Chiles High

School will plan

Holocaust

Remembrance Week.

The Florida Holocaust

Museum will feature a

new exhibit on

January 27th to

recognize the 75th

anniversary of the

liberation of

Auschwitz.  

Education matters, 

Barbara
Barbara Goldstein

Executive Director

Music Speaks to Us All 
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Music of Resistance 

On Sunday, October 13, at 3:00 p.m., the Florida
State University Symphony Orchestra will

present a concert in partnership with the Holocaust
Education Resource Council entitled “Music of
Resistance.” Inspired by the award-winning book by
FSU alum James Grymes, Violins of Hope, this
concert presents music that demonstrates the human
will to resist against tyranny. The orchestra will
perform music by Pavel Haas, Mieczysław Weinberg,
Max Bruch, Bohuslav Martinu, and Dmitri
Shostakovich. Cellist and FSU faculty member, Greg
Sauer, will be the cello soloist for the Weinberg Cello
Concerto and the Kol Nidre of Bruch. Each work illustrates a different side
of artistic resistance to tyranny and human rights abuses, while
demonstrating the great human courage and the will to overcome the
seemingly impossible.

The University Symphony Orchestra is under the direction of Dr.
Alexander Jimenez, professor of conducting and director of orchestras.
Tickets are $10 for adults, $7 for seniors and non-FSU students, and free
for current FSU students with a valid FSU ID. For more information or to
purchase tickets, please contact the College of Music Box Office at 850-
645-7949 or visit us at music.fsu.edu/boxoffice for event-specific ticket
information.

This event will be live streamed. Please visit wfsu.org/television/live-
stream.php on the event date and time to access the feed. Sunday, October
13 at 3:00pm to 5:00pm at Ruby Diamond Auditorium.

Dr. Alexander Jiménez

FSU Director 

of Orchestral Studies
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SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

a concert inspired by "Violins of Hope," a book by James A. Grymes,
in partnership with the Holocaust Education Resource Council

OCTOBER 13

For Tickets, call FSU College of Music Box Office
(850) 645-7949

Florida State University

Alexander Jiménez, Music Director & Conductor
Keith Dodson, Assistant Conductor

Greg Sauer, cello

three o'clock
Ruby Diamond Concert Hall

HAAS: String Study

WEINBERG: Cello Concerto

BRUCH: Kol Nidrei

MARTINU: Memorial to Lidice

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 9

Sponsored By:

$10
General

$7
Senior/Student

FREE
FSU Student
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Register at: holocaustresources.org/holocaust -

education-workshop-2019

For more info, contact: Barbara Goldstein

barbara@holocaustresources.org • 850-443-9649

*FREE Program with Resources Provided

TEACHING THE HOLOCAUST

Empowering Students
When: Monday, October 21, 2019

Time:    8:30 am - 3:30 pm 

Where: Workforce Development Building 

Tallahassee Community College

444 Appleyard Dr

Sponsored by 

Why Attend This Program?
This professional development session will give you the tools

to teach and initiate important discussions about the

complex lessons of the Holocaust. In exploring classroom-

tested strategies that can be implemented in your classroom,

you will leave

with increased

confidence and

effective

materials to

tackle the tough

questions your

students have

about this

subject. The why.

The how.

What Is Echoes & Reflections?
Echoes & Reflections is the premier source for Holocaust

educational materials and dynamic content, empowering

teachers and students with the insight needed to question

the past and foresight to impact the future. We partner with

educators to support them, foster confidence, and amplify

their skills and resources to teach about the Holocaust in a

comprehensive and meaningful way.

To learn more, visit our website at echoesandreflections.org

A joint program of the Anti-Defamation League, USC Shoah Foundation, and Yad Vashem

Program Goals
Through this program, educators will:

1 Explore a sound pedagogy for the planning and

implementation of Holocaust education in the

classroom; 

2 Examine instructional enhancements to support

student learning and understanding; 

3 Discover and utilize classroom-ready digital assets

including lesson plans, visual history testimonies,

and additional primary source materials; 

4 Enhance personal knowledge about the Holocaust,

including the history of antisemitism; and 

5 Build confidence and capacity to teach this complex

subject.

"The ultimate job of a teacher is to make connections

to your students with the curriculum. You want them

to walk away with a personal sense of responsibility.

Echoes & Reflections helps me do that.”

— Social Studies Teacher, 

Pinebush High School, New York
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The HERC Book Group 2019-2020

For more information contact Barbara Goldstein at barbara@holocaustresources.org

www.HolocaustResources.org

Designated Site of the FDOE Commissioner's Task Force on Holocaust Education.  

Funded in part by FDOE Commissioner's Task Force on Holocaust Education.  

The Holocaust Education Resource Council

(HERC) Book Group eagerly anticipates the start of its

eighth year.  Its primary purpose is to foster a greater

understanding of the history of the Holocaust,

including its origins and processes, as well as to

promote good relations among diverse groups within

our community.  This is an open forum and 

everyone is welcome to come and participate.  

Discussions will be held on the second Thursday

every other month from September through March.

All meetings will be held at at Midtown Reader at 1123

Thomasville Rd. from 6:30 pm – 8:00 pm.  Books are

selected by a volunteer committee, and professional

educators facilitate the discussion and provide

historical background.  The selections for the 2019-

2020 season are:   

“Violins of Hope” 

by James A. Grymes 

September 12, 2019

The tales, both horrific and inspiring, of violins

and the resilient Jewish musicians who played

them in the camps, the ghettos, and the forests

for survival and hope during the Holocaust are

told along with the story of the Israeli

violinmaker who is committed to bringing these

instruments back to life. 

“The Unwanted ” 

by Michael Dobbs

January 9, 2020

Deeply researched, this is the riveting narrative of

four extended Jewish families from southern

Germany; their deportations to concentration

camps in France and their desperate struggles to

obtain American visas.   Their fates are linked to the

contentious divide in the U.S. over immigration

policy under FDR. The result is a story of

determination, success, and frustration.

“The Tattooist of Auschwitz” 

by Heather Morris

November 14, 2019

Morris met an aging Lale Sokolov and realized

that his harrowing story of survival as a Jewish

tattooist in Auschwitz needed to be told.  Lale

arrived in Auschwitz in 1942 and through

cunning, black marketeering, and willpower

survived.  Love and humanity existed even under

the darkest conditions possible.

“The Liberators, America’s

Witnesses to the Holocaust” 

by Michael Hirsh

March 12, 2020

To commemorate the 75th anniversary of the

liberation of the concentration camps in western

Europe, we will discuss the astonishing stories told by

the first Americans to see the full and horrifying truth

of the inconceivable atrocities of the Holocaust.

Hirsh interviewed over 150 Liberators whose

recollections are powerful, vivid, and life-changing.

HERC encourages all book group participants to join HERC and help fund teacher training for Holocaust

studies in our schools and special programs in the community throughout the year.  A membership form

may be obtained at the HERC Web site listed below.   

HERC Book Group at Midtown Reader at 1123 Thomasville Road • 6:30 pm – 8:00 pm

Tallahasse 
Community 
College
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Membership Form




